
Textron Information
Management Council

The eleventh monthly CIO teleconference was held
on Tuesday, June 04, 2002. Following is a recap of
the conference remarks. The teleconference is
available for replay through midnight on July 4, 2002,
by dialing (from the U.S.) 1-800-475-6701 and entering
access code #623607. International locations should
dial 320-365-3844 and use the same access code
of 623607.

Opening remarks and TIS announcements–
Ken Bohlen:
• The monthly CIO teleconference coincides with the
monthly meeting of the Information Management [IM]
Council. The IM Council consists of representatives
from operational areas within the business units,
rather than segment CIO’s.

• In the context of Textron’s business vision, IT has
been recognized as the key enabler, providing the
support for transformational applications and enabling
the networked enterprise. In 2001, a high-level
“Initiative Roadmap” was established, outlining the
four stages of development that would ultimately lead
to a future state of a fully-integrated global enterprise
operating at peak efficiency. The first two stages of
that roadmap include a standardized IT environment
and a consolidated IT infrastructure.

• Within that context, the TIS Applications Strategy
and Infrastructure Strategy were updated.

Applications Strategy – Randy Wiele
• The applications strategy addresses four main
objectives: Seamless access to all information;
Knowledge sharing; Supporting streamlined business
processes; Facilitating integration and divestiture of
businesses

• Application shared services will be centralized but
the resources that support them will be located both
locally and centrally, and will serve Textron at three
levels:
    • Enterprise – supporting corporate shared services

environments
    • Segment/Unit  - supporting unique business

operations
    • Local – providing business value at the local

level

• Businesses should look to segment or enterprise
applications first to leverage existing solutions prior
to developing a custom application at the local level.
    • An application infrastructure component will

provide common tools and methods for all
application development and support service
requirements

    • Enterprise, segment and unit applications will be
managed by Centers of Excellence (COE),
utilizing common processes for a consistent
technical environment

    • Over time, business processes will migrate toward
the enterprise, resulting in more common
application usage and the migration of business
processes to the enterprise level

• A global applications portal will provide consistent
and secure access to all enterprise applications from
any location, customized to the individual with
enterprise-wide content integration, focused on
content value in a standard technical environment.

Applications Q & A
Q: What kind of plan is in place to analyze business
processes to determine best practices and then to
allow time to train employees that are impacted by
the implementation of any enterprise type of
application?
  A: When we address enterprise applications, we
want to make sure that we handle the business
process side first before we go straight to a technology.
As for training, part of the rollout of any system needs
to be training. Part of our process of the Application
Centers of Excellence and the application lifecycle
would be to ensure that training is in place for all of
the impacted employees.
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Q: If infrastructure is a prerequisite to the success of the applications
team, what requirements have the applications team tabled for the
infrastructure group?
A: High bandwidth network access is absolutely critical for sharing
data across the enterprise, and applications will be much easier in
a consolidated environment, so our applications team and our
infrastructure team must be in lock step with each other.

Q: Are there plans to locate a large applications team in the Fort
Worth area?
A: No. We want to be where the business is locally to support it.

Infrastructure Strategy – Don Brosious
• Textron needs a firm and robust infrastructure to build enterprise
applications, which requires transitioning to a system that will support
enterprise level applications.

• The infrastructure shared services organization is nearly in place
with the addition of a newly appointed Process Owner, Operations -
John Principe (see related paragraph below.)

Depending on their physical location, an employee or a customer
trying to print an item from a Web page is going through at least
18, and as many as 26 physical devices to accomplish the task.
If that printing fails, the user contacts the Help Desk which has
responsibility for correcting the problem.

• Benchmarking shows there are opportunities to leverage, like the
quality of education and certification among TIS employees, and our
robust IT customer base. However, the existence of numerous assets,
locations, data centers, servers and applications represent areas that
we can improve upon.

• Infrastructure strategies include restructuring the IT organizations
across Textron to create one Textron Information Services HR
organization, data center consolidation, re-engineering IT processes
and partnerships, improving the ROI of IT by leveraging the enterprise
and leveraging the assets we have to centralize and consolidate the
asset base which will generate a return over time.

• Cultural change drivers include the creation of an enterprise IT
organization that fosters teamwork and alignment, reducing the risks
and costs to the successful implementation of enterprise initiatives
(e.g. SAP, HRIS), a disaster recovery program and strategic
outsourcing.

• Target initiatives:
    • Consolidate the infrastructure and employees into one major (Fort

Worth area) and five minor (Wichita, Providence, Troy, Rockford
and either Charlotte or Augusta) locations in North America

    • Reduce the number of servers from 1,314 to 880 over the next
three years

    • Reduce network hubs from 28 to 6, corresponding to the 6 data
centers

    • Define and measure service levels

Infrastructure Q&A:
  Q: What methodology is being used in the transition plans for the
data center consolidation and has a cause and effect analysis been
performed for customer focus?
  A: We have done some customer surveys as it pertains to what
people want in a call center and a Help Desk. Design for Six Sigma
processes are still being defined, but we are consistently following
a gated process.

Q:  What alternatives are you considering for the structure and location
of the data centers, and how have the presentations been received?
A: There is a general recognition that the consolidation of the data
centers will help change the culture of the company and help drive
further functional change down the road. Although we have benchmark
data showing that this is a truly unique process, we are interested in
knowing about any alternative models for this initiative that TIS
employees may have.

Q: Can you clarify the investigation and planning for the European
data center consolidation?
A: We know the high concentration of the user base around the U.K.,
France and Germany, but what hasn’t been determined is the ideal
place to house the data center -- or whether a multiple site data center
model is required. We will address that issue in a follow-up visit to
Europe.

John Principe has joined the TIS Shared Services Organization
as Director and Process Owner of Operations and will be located
at our Alliance offices in Fort Worth, Texas. Working with the Textron
Business Units, John will be responsible for all aspects of Textron's
Data Center Operations, Service Center and Help Desk, and Local
site support processes and personnel. John most recently served
as IT Operations Director for the last 3 year at Bell Helicopter.
Prior to that, he has held increasingly responsible positions in the
applications development and support arena with twenty-five years
of experience; twelve of which were in management positions.
Drawing primarily upon talent from across Textron's business units,
John will be assembling his organization.  This organization will
play an integral role in transforming the IT function to better deliver
and leverage our resources.

If you have questions or feedback, please contact your IM Council member,
as listed on page 1, or send an email message to imcouncil@textron.com.


